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This website is a blog and does not store any files on its server. All uploads on this website are the property of their respective
owners.Q: Merging vertically 2 Date Ranges in Excel I have a spreadsheet that is set up something like this: | | | | | | | | | | |
dtEmpLastStartDate | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | dtEmpLastStopDate | | | | | I need to combine these two cells and have one cell that says
the last start and end time of this employee. For example, employee 0004 starts on 13-08-2016 at 11:30:00 and ends on
13-08-2016 at 12:30:00. That line would need to be one cell that says 13-08-2016 at 11:30:00. This is so I can have a graph on
my dashboard that looks like this: | | |
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